As to the problem that normal SVM algorithm has a high computational complexity with large scale data and the method of selecting parameters of the study machine is complexity,we improved the SMO algorithm in two aspects of structure and parametric selection to increase operational speed and efficiency of modeling. It used grey theory to select the auxiliary variables and build a model of soft instrument for the flue gas oxygen content in power plant. The simulation with historical data measured by plant show that compared with the normal SMO algorithm the improved algorithm is better in performance.
Introduction
With the hard work of peak-shaving in power system, frequent load-changing occurs in thermal power plant. The operation personnel have to make many parameters adjusted for the boiler furnace safety and economical operation, such as air outlet velocity and air flow rate of burner and air volume in furnace, and then optimize boiler burning condition by changing oxygen volume. It's important for boiler burning efficiency to measure the flue gas oxygen content timely and accurately. At present, oxygen volume analyzers based on zirconia oxygen sensors or thermomagnetic oxygen analyzers are widely used [1] . However, burning efficiency is often influenced owing to many disadvantages,such as, low precision,high investment, short service life, long time-delay in measure and not favorable to monitor on-line and to offer real-time feedback signal to closed-loop control.
Recently, the algorithm of SVR has widely used in soft-sensing modeling of industrial object, and has been proved to be good at test and measure. The main idea of SMO algorithm which was put forward by Platt is to make one big optimization problem into a series of optimization problems only including two variables. SMO algorithm is only used to classification firstly, but then SMO algorithm of training regression SVM which is the analogy and extension of Platt's algorithm was put forward by Smola and Scholkopf , and made it possible for SVM to process mass data regression problem. Now SMO with the advantages of rapid speed, low memory owing to no matrix operation and easy to realize has been one of the more effective SVR training algorithm. Therefore, it has bright future to apply it to soft-sensing modeling.
The result of this paper which made some improvements on SMO algorithm and combined with gray theory shows that the improved algorithm has fast convergence and the soft-sensing model has high precision. 
SVR and
It can be written as follows [2] :
The coefficients w and b are estimated by minimizing 
, 0
Slack variables i  and i   can be introduced when data can't be estimated by the function f under the precise  [3] .
Introducing Lagrange multipliers and according to Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, Eq. (4) can be transformed into the form as follows:
Minimize: 
Adaptive optimized select of SVR training Parameter
When non-linear modeling is implemented based on ε-SVR with fixed kernel function (for example, radial basis function kernel),it has to set three training parameters (kernel, C, and ε).They directly affect complexity and precision of the final model. The Cut-and-Try Method in tradition requires modeling personnel more experienced and makes the selection process a black box [4] . A parameter selection method based on training data is put forward by Cherkassky and Ma, in which C, and ε are obtained based on training data not by sample selection. It can be shown in Eq. (7) to Eq. (9).
Where 2 6 k   In Eq. (7), y is mean value of y in training data, and y  is standard deviation. In Eq. (8),  is obtained form Central Limit Theorem.  is standard deviation of input noise, while n is the number of training samples. In Eq. (9),  is unknown at first, but can be estimated by the method based on the idea of kneighborhood and calculated by processing linear regression to training data. K is the low bias/ high variance estimators, and y is the predicted value of y.
Algorithm of SMO and its improvement

Principle and implement of SMO
SMO algorithm can solve the QP problem of SVM rapidly. According to Osuna theory, the QP problem of SVM can be parted into several sub-problems when convergence is ensured. As to the standard SVM optimization problem, only two Lagrange multipliers are selected to be optimized each time, and then SVM can be updated by these two multipliers.
The computing process won't end until all the multipliers are selected. Meanwhile, all the multipliers may accord with the KKT condition and the objective function will win the best [5] . The advantages of SMO lie with that only two Lagrange multipliers, which can be obtained by using the method of analysis, are needed each step. And thus the complex numerical solution method can be avoided [6] . Meanwhile, the two multipliers to be optimized are selected by using the heuristics method, and that makes sure the algorithm is efficient [7] . Comparing to other algorithms, SMO has the advantages of higher computation speed, less memory, and easy to implement. SMO includes two parts: one is to optimize the coupled Lagrange multipliers by using the method of analysis. The other is to select the multipliers to be optimized by heuristics. And the algorithm can be carried out by using two loops in the program： The nested block is used to select another sample to match the sample which doesn't satisfy the KKT condition (make Lagrange multipliers to be optimized). The main idea of selecting the second sample is to make the optimization step length the longest. Platt uses 
Improvement of SMO
After the research on principle and implement of SMO, some improvements can be made. We can optimize step length and its threshold to get operation speed and precision improved. Concrete procedures are followed.  .It requires Lagrange multiplier to beyond a absolute constant and has an obvious change simultaneously. So we can avoid the neglect of important adjustment resulted form the improper threshold, and also not spend time on unnecessary adjustment.
Flue Gas Oxygen Grey Soft-sensing Modeling
Selection of Auxiliary Variable Based on Grey Relational Analysis
Generally speaking, for a Soft-sensing Object, there are a big number and many more types of original auxiliary variable based on initial theory analysis, and there is greater degree of the coupling between them, so it's necessary to execute dimension reducing processing on input variable in order to improve the performance and accuracy of the model. In the power plant operation, air gas system is a typical Grey System which partial information is knowable, it's difficult to get all the mechanistic information for the air gas system, and it's hard to effectively obtain the optimal result selected by auxiliary variable only through mechanism analysis. Grey Theory's basic content is Grey Relational Analysis whose basic idea is according to the similarity degree between curves to judge the correlation degree between factors, which has no high requirements on sample amount, which needs no typical distribution law, and which the results of quantitative analysis are in general concordance with the results of qualitative analysis [7] . Therefore, we can combine mechanism analysis with grey relational analysis to select auxiliary variable of Soft-sensing Model so as to develop the performance and accuracy of model.
According to mechanism analysis, considering that coal quality variation, air leakage of furnace, incomplete combustion and other factors have some effect upon Flue Gas Oxygen, we can preliminary select main steam flow, main steam pressure, main steam temperature, feed water flow, fuel quantity, fuel air-opening degree, low heating value, coal-feeder speed, primary air flow, secondary air flow, induced draft fan current, feeding draft fan current, unit load, furnace temperature and other technological parameters as related parameter set, then successively analyze the potential relation between each variable and Flue Gas Oxygen using the method of Grey Relational Analysis, and we base on the relation to select out the ultimate auxiliary variable. As Table 1 shows, association analysis and selection are given to auxiliary variable using Deng's Correlation Degree, appointing threshold value based on correlation is 0.76, well then the Grey Correlation Degree between main steam flow, main steam pressure, main steam temperature, feed water flow, coal-feeder speed, primary air flow, feeding draft fan current, fuel quantity wait 8 technological parameters and oxygen content meet the demands, then this paper selects this parameters as auxiliary variables. 
Soft-sensing Modeling and Simulation Research
Aiming to the demand that oxygen content of boiler exhaust fume should be online measured in practical power plant operation, considering there are none mature technology and methods for the practical application up to now, in this paper, the improved algorithm of SMO based, combining foregoing Grey Uniform Relevance Theory, the study that improved algorithm of SMO based Grey Soft-sensing Modeling was performed. Use the auxiliary variables selected in the part 4.1 as the input of modeling, and the oxygen content as output. Simulation Data is the 400 groups' historical data that Tianjin Panshan Power plant 600MW Power Unit worked for 24 hours normally, steadily, continuously. In order to get the better modeling effect, curve fitting and de-noising of filtering were performed on Simulation Data before modeling, and standardized processing of Range Standardization was operated on the data, the numerical value after standardized between 0 and 1. Feedforward Neural Networks can approach a nonlinear function using arbitrary precision, and has a better generalization ability; therefore, the learning algorithm has been widely used in modeling and controlling of industrial process and get better effects [6] . BP Neural Network is the most widely used network model in Feedforward Neural Networks, and in this paper, compare Grey Oxygen Soft-sensing Model used BP Neural Network with the Testing Curves of Softsensing Based on Improved Algorithm of SMO. Simulation results as Figure 2 shows, and the mean of square testing errors of the model is 0.033. To verify the differences between Improved Algorithm of SMO Based Grey Soft-sensing Model and Ordinary Algorithm Model in modeling accuracy and convergence rate, I made a experimental group as Table 2 shows (use the 14 technological parameters showed in Table 1 as auxiliary variables of SMO modeling). The results shows that Grey Model Based on Improved Algorithm of SMO is better than Ordinary Soft-sensing Model Based on SMO Algorithm in modeling accuracy, and the Improved Algorithm of SMO also has obvious advantages in convergence time. 
Conclusion
This paper studied SMO Algorithm of SVR training, improved the learning parameters and algorithm convergence structure, and this method combining improved Algorithm with Grey Theory is applied to Flue Gas Oxygen Soft-sensing Modeling of large power plant:  The method of data acquisition based on SVR learning can effec- tively decrease the demand of the modeling engineers' experience, reduce the influence of data noise on model accuracy, and improve the modeling efficiency and the model accuracy.  The optimization of Interior Cycle Iterative Optimal
Step-size of SMO Algorithm and the introduction of assessment rules of threshold value can effectively improve algorithm performance and efficiency.  Using Grey Correlation Analysis to select the auxiliary variable reduces the dimensionality and the coupling degree of the model's input, improves the Soft-sensing Model's accuracy and has a certain application potential.
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